Our approach to air quality,
and the opportunity to set new
construction best practice
Neil Wait, Air Quality Manager

Bringing Britain closer together
HS2 is now being built, it will form
the spine of our rail system.

Key facts
• 345 miles of brand new high
speed track will connect
Birmingham, Manchester,
Leeds and London.
• HS2 trains will also run on
the existing network,
serving towns and cities in
the North West, North East
and Scotland.
• HS2 will connect 30 million
people and 8 of our largest
cities, with 25 stops from
Scotland to the South East.

HS2 Phase One
HS2 Phase 2a
HS2 Phase 2b
Existing network

Why Britain needs HS2
More
capacity

Cutting
carbon

Better
connectivity

Our low carbon future
HS2 will be the low carbon
alternative for long distance
travel.
HS2 is crucial to realising the
government’s ambition of
bringing greenhouse gas
emissions down to net zero
by 2050.

1km by plane

=170g
of carbon emissions
per passenger

1km by car

=67g
of carbon emissions
per passenger

1km by HS2

=8g
of carbon emissions
per passenger

The journey so far
Over 10,000 jobs already supported

50 new wildlife habitats

London

£5m awarded from £45m community and business fund

Over 430,000 trees planted
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Our Air Quality
Objectives
Our Approach to Air
Quality

Our Emission
Requirements
Our Compliance Rates
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Innovations
Best Practice

Our air quality objectives
• Avoid pollutant emissions to air.
• Avoid exposure to pollutants where emissions
cannot be avoided.
• Reduce pollutant emissions where they cannot be
avoided.
• Minimise exposure to pollutant emissions where
exposure cannot be avoided.
• Collaborate with the authorities to maintain air
quality.
• Provide mitigation for dust soiling, where it cannot
be prevented.

Our approach to air quality

HS2 emission
standards have
been set for all
construction
vehicles and nonroad mobile
machinery

Dust control
measures in line
with Best Practice
Guidance
(as set out in the Code of
Construction Practice)

Dust Monitor
trigger alerts are
set, if reached
require immediate
on-site action and
review of mitigation
measures

Monthly Monitoring
Summary Reports
https://www.gov.uk/governme
nt/collections/monitoring-theenvironmental-effects-of-hs2

HS2 & Air Quality
Webpage
https://www.hs2.org.uk/buildi
ng-hs2/hs2-environmentfacts/hs2-and-air-quality/

More
thanRequirements
a railway
Emission
On Road Emission Requirements (Route-wide)
HGV

LDV

Heavy Goods Vehicles (> 3.5t) – 100% Euro 6 Requirement
Exemption opportunities for specialism, unforeseen circumstances or triviality

Light Duty Vehicles (≤ 3.5t) – 100% Euro 6 (Diesel) and Euro 4 (Petrol) Requirement

Off Road Emission Requirements
NRMM

Non-Road Mobile Machinery – 100% Requirement for Central Activity Zone (including Euston), Greater
London and Rest of Country
Exemption opportunities for Block, Viability or Short-Term
Area

HS2 Requirements
From 2017

From 2020 (Block Exemption)

From 2022

Central activity zone (includes Euston)

IV (1,2)

IV (1,2)

V

Greater London

IIIB (2)

IIIB (2)

IV (1,2)

Rest of country

IIIB (2)

IIIB (2)

IV (1,2)

Notes
1.
IIIB for 37≤ P < 56kW, as there is no corresponding Stage IV at EU level
2.
IIIA for constant speed engines of any power, as there is no corresponding Stage IIB or IV at EU level

Emission
freight
bystandard
rail compliance
Our industry leading requirement of Euro VI
HGVs has resulted in

99%
compliance

To date,

over 4,000

pieces of plant have been deployed with

99.6%
+84,500 trips compliance
across

in 2020
to date.

achieved.

57% deployment in 2020 above the current
requirements

6% Stage V

[cranes, dozers, dumpers, excavators, rigs, rollers, etc.]

We’re continuing to deploy low and zero
emission equipment across our sites
including fully electric equipment, solar and
hydrogen fuel-cell technology and hybrid
plant.

HS2 is pioneering the UK’s first electric telehandler providing the same performance as a
conventional model but without the noise and emissions.

What’s the Solution?
Multiple
stakeholders
to address
challenges /
common
issues

Build
understanding
and develop
evidence

Influence
Policy
(stimulate
demand &
supply)

Market
Guidance /
Sharing Best
Practice

Energy Infrastructure

Construction

We are Innovating & Collaborating
across industry / academia / supply
chain

There are
no “OneSize-FitsAll”
Solution

Changing Industry Best
Practice
The Institute of Air Quality Management
Guidance on Monitoring in the vicinity of
Demolition and Construction Sites (October
2018) was updated following the our study
with Kings College London to evaluate
construction site monitoring strategies.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/kings-college-londonconstruction-site-dust-monitoring-study

NRMM Emissions
Reduction Innovation
We’re developing NRMM low emission
technology to reduce our environmental
impact.

The NRMM retrofit adds technology to
existing exhaust and engine systems to
recertify as a newer engine class.

Working with Imperial College London / CSJV
and BBV to:
•

Better understand plant emissions on-site

•

Site worker exposure

•

Develop NRMM management Plan (to
reduce worker exposure / community
impacts)

•

Development of low emission technology to
further reduce emissions

Clean Air Gas Engine
We’re trialling replacing diesel power
equipment with ultra low emission engines on
our sites.

The project is funded by Innovate UK. The
system offers hybrid and heat recovery
technology along with real time measurements
compared to equivalent diesel engines.

Emission Compliance Verification System

We’ve helped develop and
adopted a new plant emissions
scheme as part of bid to create
greener construction sites.
https://mediacentre.hs2.org.uk/news/hs2leads-the-way-with-clean-air-measures-byadopting-new-plant-emissions-scheme

Zero carbon cabin
We’ve trialled Eco-smart Zero’s
zero carbon cabins on some of
our sites.
Hydrogen and solar powered
and have saved around 25 tons
of carbon emissions.

Future Projects
Hydrogen Dual- Fuel Innovation
Aimed to demonstrate new technologies to cut emissions and
improve Air Quality in on-road construction activities.

Energy efficiencies / Renewable energy /
Alternative fuels
•

Optimising energy use on site (BB trial reducing energy
supply on site) – to be trialled on HS2 sites

•

Renewable energy –
Motive Unit (SCS trial
replacement of
generators)

•

Alternative Fuels – Define what the emission savings may
be from the use of HVO fuels (known savings around
maintenance regimes)

[Looking to deliver better than Euro 6 air quality emissions]
Stage 1: Building understanding & evidence in the Construction
Industry
Stage 2: Building a Strategic Business Case in leaving a legacy of
hydrogen infrastructure (HS2) to accelerate the UK’s
decarbonisation process

Up to 35% GHG savings with green hydrogen

Aimed to reduce emissions and carbon at source

Best Practise / Innovations

What’s next?

Continue to fulfil our Code of
Construction Practice commitments

React to policy and regulation
changes

Work with partners to continue to
lead industry

Washwood Heath demolitions, July 2019

